In year 2008, regulation of Indonesian telecommunicationindustries changes due the tariff pricing war within Telecommunication operator. This regulation tie up the telecommunication operator and affect operating revenue margin.The needs of financial flexibility within telecommunication firm is increased.Capex, operating revenue and reinvestment needs to be flexible must be inline with competition and change of technology. This paper goals is measuring financial flexibility based on Capex, operating revenue and re-investment needs.Re-investment needs by Telecommunication operator can be financed with or without financial flexibility. Data from year 2007 up to 2014 is selected to accommodate before and after changes of telecommunication regulation. The regulation effect to financial flexibility of telecommunication firm is still relevantbecause telecommunication industries by nature needs larger capital to re-new the telecommunication technology. Real options method will be used to measure financial flexibility.
INTRODUCTION
However, the majority of the increase came from low value prepaid subscriber driven by competition and price wars between operators. The subs- 
Theoritical Framework

Regulation and Competition in Telecommunication Industries
The regulatory intervention forimproving the economic efficiency should be at lower medium level while it is required to havehigh regulatory policies for the development of mobile telecommunications service (Leng, 2015 (Gerpott, 2015) . Regulators must understand the communication problem is because the portfolio impact on the welfare of its customers.
According to Boyer (2008) , the role of regulators in order to regulate the telecommunication industries should be based on three principles of economic efficiency:
1. Conduit of reliable information for consumers on the pricing structure and product characteristics that had connectivity,flexibility, security, reliability, accessibility, capacity and user-friendliness. The source of fund for investment determine firm capital structure. And financial flexibility is the most important determinant of capital structure, flexibility can accordingly be obtained through a firm's capital structure policy (Graham & Harvey, 2001) . By preserving access to low-cost sources of external capital, firms are able to achieve aflexible capital structure, which in turn preserves financial flexibility (Byoun, 2008) .
Investment opportunities analysis methods which is widely used in the telecommunications industry today is a engineering process models to estimate the forward-looking costs. According to Alleman 2. Competition is due to risk factors in the control of competitors.
3. Market risk is due to uncertain factors thataffect every firm considering the same investment.
The competition risk had a payoff for the company.
Gentzoglanis (2004) that buy a call option on the call price (strike price)
within a period and a certain stock price prior to maturity of option contracts. The call option holders of contracts will have a return or a profit if at maturity of call option, the stock price ≥ call price + call strike price. If the opposite occurs, the price of the stock price ≤ call price + call strike price, so the call contract holders will experience a loss of call option contracts. Put Option is the right to sell shares. It acquired the rights to sell of the put option holder on the deal to put at the price, duration and price of shares at the certain maturing (the strike price). The holder of a put option will break even or benefit if at the time of maturity, the price of the stock price ≤ put strike price -the price of the put option contract. The benefit using call or put option by investor is the option payoff.
In general, both the call option and put option, if the strike price will create a loss, the option will not be executed by the option holder. If there is such a case, the option holder will choose to ignore the option and did not execute the contents of the option contract. This can be done because the option is a right and not an obligation for the option holder. By ignoring options, losses will be minimized only to the extent the price of option contract purchased from the option writer. The application of real option in investment decision-making is a call option look like because the investment is an act of spending, just like a call option.
Damodaran (2001) 
METHODS
Real Option Method
This study developed the idea of Alleman (2002) and Gentzoglanis (2004) where the value of d1 and d2:
The value of a put is can be derived from the value of a call with the same strike price and the same expiration date through an arbitrage relationship that specifies that:
Where C is the value of the call and P is the value of the put (with the same life and exercise price). This relationship can be used to value puts.
Substituting the Black-Scholes formulation for the value of an equivalent call: Step 1 : The inputs to the Black-Scholes are used to estimate d 1 and d 2 .
Step 2 : The cumulative normal distribution functions, N(d 1 ) and N(d 2 ), corresponding To these standardized normal variables are estimated.
Step 3 : The present value of the exercise price is estimated, using the continuous timeversion of the present value formulation: Present value of exercise price = K e -rt
Step 4 : The value of the call is estimated from the Black-Scholes model. as Table 3 .
Financial Data and Research Samples
This real option study is to use quarterly financial data from Indonesia Stock Exchange and Business 
Input to Model
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The stasistic summary of variable used for real option model as show in To get an quarter estimate of thevalue of financial flexibility with competition risk In Table 7 , the value of K indicates the amount of ''strike price'' based on operating revenue for each carrier or telecommunication company.
Telkomselas the smallest K value of the variance 
